EL DORADO IRRIGATION DISTRICT

PROJECT 184

STREAMFLOW AND WATER STORAGE FORECAST

2019 WY forecast under WET water year type conditions.

| DATE       | REQUIREMENTS | BELOW KYBURZ | CAPLES | CAPLES | SILVER | SILVER | SILVER | ECHO | ECHO | ECHO | ECHO | ALOHA | ALOHA | PYRAMID | HAZEL | RES. 1 | P.H. | CF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STAGE | AF | CF | STE

*License-required pulse flow releases from Caples in a Wet water year = 345 cfs for 5 days. Pulse flow releases will be timed to correspond to peak runoff conditions. EID is monitoring watershed conditions to determine the appropriate date for beginning pulse flows.